Abstract. The classical three-terminal relaying scenario can be generalized to an entire cluster of relayers, which in this paper is assumed to be densely deployed. We consider the combination of cluster-based relaying with a packet-combining technique where the user data of a packet is partitioned into contiguous segments that can be individually checked for correctness. In such a setup the question arises how to schedule the transmissions of the relayers to either minimize the average transmission costs until at least one (and then all) relayers have the full set of segments, or to maximize the per-segment diversity, i.e. the number of distinct relayers sending the same segment. We investigate different options for scheduling the relayer cluster and show that under certain assumptions, average-optimal and easily implementable schedules exist. We furthermore provide numerical evidence that the adoption of a segment-based approach gives performance benefits over the "classical" method which only considers correctness of whole packets.
Introduction
Transmission schemes based on cooperative diversity [13] , [9] promise to increase transmission reliability in wireless networks by using cooperating single-antenna nodes. Examples of cooperative schemes include relaying [3] and cooperative MIMO schemes [4] . An often-used ingredient to cooperative diversity schemes is that the receiver of a packet combines different copies obtained over spatially different channels. In classic relaying [3] , one of these copies is obtained from the direct link between transmitter and receiver, a second copy is provided by a relay node, who captures the transmitter's packet and forwards its observations to the receiver, who combines both its observations.
It is well known that with one relayer, the maximum achievable diversity gain is two [10] . It is therefore promising to increase the number of relayers to achieve a higher diversity gain. We are using a relayer cluster, all of whose members forward the packet (unlike in opportunistic forwarding, where only one, properly determined member would forward, see e.g. [22] ). To improve chances that all relayers indeed have a correct copy of the packet, the relayers themselves can adopt the combining approach. Specifically, when a relayer A forwards its observations of the source packet towards the destination, another relayer B can in turn try to extract information from A's packet (which is broadcast) and combine it with its own observations of the source packet. Relayer B can then send more complete information towards the destination.
The usefulness of a relayer cluster essentially depends on two factors:
− How well is the cluster able to capture all user data sent by the source?
− Assuming that after the source transmission not all relayers have the full user data, how can the operation of the relayer cluster be organized so that the cluster efficiently achieves a high diversity gain (from which the final destination would benefit)?
In this paper, we address these questions for a particular kind of packetcombining schemes (or type-III hybrid ARQ schemes [12] ), which have low memory requirements at receiving nodes and thus are especially interesting for implementation in wireless sensor networks.Their key property is that the full user data is partitioned into smaller contiguous segments, the correctness of each of which can be checked separately (e.g. using a per-segment CRC). We refer to this as segment-based packet combining, examples for such schemes are given in [19] , [6] , [21] . With this, it is not necessary that a single relayer captures all segments from the source for the cluster to possess all user data; it is sufficient when each segment is captured by at least one relayer. To achieve a high diversity gain for the full user data, each segment should then be re-transmitted by as many distinct relayers as possible.
Letting relayers overhear transmissions of other relayers is the key tool to achieve this.We assume throughout this paper that the relayer cluster is dense enough so that any relayer can successfully receive any other relayers transmission with very high probability. The main contribution of this paper concerns the scheduling of the relayer cluster. Each relayer possesses some subset of all segments after the source has transmitted, we call this subset the relayers source segments. For segment-based combining schemes, we deviate somewhat from the usual definition of the diversity gain. Instead, we measure the diversity gain on the segment level and we wish to maximize the achievable per-segment diversity gain (more precisely: the number of different relayers by which one individual segment is transmitted) by choosing proper schedules for relayer transmissions. We consider two different classes of relayer scheduling problems, defined next.
In the class of two-stage cooperation schemes, the relay cluster operates in two different stages. In the combining stage the relayers exchange their segments among each other until one or more relayers (the "winning relayers") have all segments. One of the winning relayers then starts the forwarding stage by transmitting all segments towards the final destination. By the assumption of a dense cluster, all other relayers will pick up from the winning relayers transmission any segments that they are missing. As a result, their transmissions to the final destination then also include all segments. Our main focus is on the combining stage. Assuming that each relayer transmission in this stage has a cost r(k) (e.g. representing the energy costs to transmit a packet with k segments), we seek a schedule for relayer transmissions which minimizes the average total costs. We formulate this problem as a stochastic sequencing problem and show that for a particular class of cost models (where the cost of sending a packet is an affine function of the number of segments included), the averageoptimal transmission sequence has a particularly appealing form: the more segments a relayer has directly captured from the source, the earlier it transmits. We refer to this as a monotonically decreasing sequence. 1 Monotonically decreasing sequences lend themselves to easy implementation as it suffices to let the relayers use a MAC protocol which supports prioritization to ensure that a relayer with the largest number of segments captured from the source starts first.
In the class of single-stage cooperation schemes there is essentially only a single forwarding stage. The relayers try to obtain segments from other relayers' previous transmissions, which are directly intended for the destination. The main goal here is to find a schedule for the relayers that maximizes the per-segment diversity when each relayer is allowed to transmit only once. We show that also in this class, a monotonically decreasing schedule gives close to optimal results. The paper is structured as follows. In the next Section 2, we give more details on the operation of the relayer cluster. In Section 3 we model and analyze a particular class of two-stage cooperation schemes. Following this, we analyze the single-stage case in Section 4. In Section 5 we compare segmented and unsegmented transmission with respect to their ability to let the relayer cluster capture the full user data. After looking at related work in Section 6, we end the paper in Section 7 with a discussion of our results. This paper includes results from a previous conference publication [20] .
Problem Description and Considered Schemes
We consider a wireless system with one source node and a cluster with R relayers. The relayer cluster is densely deployed so that the channels between the relayers have negligible error rates. 2 All nodes transmit on a shared channel and their transmissions are separated in time.
The source node accepts a number of s user data bits from higher layers and partitions them into n segments of c bits each. A separate checksum is computed for each segment and appended to it. These extended segments are then concatenated and the source forms a packet by adding a header. The source broadcasts the packet once. A relayer, upon receiving the packet, first checks the header. If it is wrong, the relayer discards the packet. Otherwise, the relayer checks each segment in turn and buffers the correct segments. The next steps depend on the particular relayer cooperation scheme.
Two-stage Cooperation
We illustrate two-stage cooperation with an example. Suppose there are three relayers and the source has sent six segments, numbered from 1 to 6. After the source transmission, relayer A has segments {1, 2}, relayer B has segments {1, 3}, and relayer C has segments {1, 4, 5, 6}, we refer to these segment sets as the source segments. Suppose A starts the combining stage. After A's transmission, relayer B has segments {1, 2, 3}, and relayer C has segments {1, 2, 4, 5, 6}. In the next step, B transmits its captured source segments {1, 3}. During the combining stage B would not repeat segment 2 that it has received from A, since by the dense cluster assumption all other relayers have received segment 2 as well. However, B repeats segment 1, which it has directly received from the source -this simplifies the problem formulation, see below. As a result relayer A possesses segments {1, 2, 3} and relayer C possesses {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and thus can be considered the (single) winner of the combining stage. In the forwarding stage, relayer C would start transmitting all segments. By overhearing, nodes A and B receive from C the segments {4, 5, 6} that they both miss. Subsequent transmissions of A and B also include the full set of segments.
We consider two different cases for two-stage cooperation: in the arbitrary collector case the combining stage stops when any relayer has collected all segments or when all but one relayers have transmitted their source segments without success (i.e. no relayer having all segments). In the designated collector case, there is one prenegotiated member of the relayer cluster which collects segments from the other relayers and the combining stage stops as soon as the designated collector has all segments or all other relayers have sent their source segments. The designated collector case is the natural choice when the final destination of a source packet is actually part of the relayer cluster. Another reason to consider this case is that no additional agreement among relayers is needed when several of them have collected all segments and these have to agree which one starts the forwarding stage.
We first formulate the considered problem for the designated collector case. Suppose that relayer i ∈ {1, . . . , R} has n i source segments, i.e. segments it directly captured from the source. In the designated collector case, we assume that relayer R is the collector. A transmission schedule or a transmission sequence for the combining stage is specified by a permutation (i 1 , . . . , i R−1 ) of the numbers (1, . . . , R − 1); the designated collector itself does not transmit during the combining stage but performs the first transmission in the forwarding stage. Within the combining stage, given a schedule (i 1 , . . . , i R−1 ), first relayer i 1 sends its n i 1 source segments to the designated collector. If afterwards the designated collector possesses all segments of the data packet, it declares a success and the combining stage ends. 3 For example, the designated collector can send an appropriate acknowledgment packet. Otherwise, the next relayer i 2 will transmit its n i 2 source segments to the designated collector, and so on. 4 This is continued until either the designated collector declares success or all R − 1 other relayers have transmitted their segments. We assume that we are given a cost function r(·) so that a cost of r(k) is incurred when a relayer transmits a packet containing its k source segments during the combining stage.
When J ∈ {1, . . . , R − 1} relayer transmissions are needed until either success is reached or all R − 1 relayers have transmitted, the total combining costs are given by
We assume that the construction of a schedule might use knowledge of the numbers n 1 , . . . , n R−1 , but that no information is available about the specific sets of source segments that each relayer has. When the source's user data consists of n segments in total and relayer i has n i ≤ n of these segments received from the source, we assume that each n i -element subset of the set of all segments is equally likely to have been received by relayer i. The variable J above is thus a random variable, more precisely it is a stopping time. Under these assumptions we formulate the optimization problem as minimizing
over all possible permutations (i 1 , . . . , i R−1 ) of {1, . . . , R − 1}, where the numbers n 1 , . . . , n R−1 are given, and the expectation is taken over all possible allocations of n 1 -element subsets of all segments to the first relayer, n 2 -element subsets to the second relayer and so forth. The stopping time J depends on this precise allocation. 5 The problem setting for the arbitrary collector case is similar: there is no pre-designated collector but the combining stage ends successfully when any of the relayers has collected all segments.
In this paper we focus on the designated collector case. The arbitrary collector case appears to be much more complicated and is a subject of future research. To keep the discussion simple, we do not consider coding schemes (although segment-based schemes can for example be coupled with erasure coding, see [19] ).
Single-stage Cooperation
With single-stage cooperation, the goal is to maximize the average persegment diversity under the assumption that each relayer has only a single opportunity to transmit a packet. However, relayers that transmit later are allowed to pick up segments that they do not yet have from transmissions of previous relayers and to transmit these as well. Each relayer sends a segment only once. We are again given only the numbers n 1 , . . . , n R of source segments that the individual relayers have and seek the transmission schedule maximizing the average per-segment diversity.
Two-stage Cooperation: The Designated Collector Case
In this section we consider the designated collector case. More specifically, given n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n R as the numbers of source segments that relayers 1, . . . , R have (with relayer R being the designated collector), we are interested in finding the permutation (i 1 , . . . , i R−1 ) of (1, . . . , R − 1) that minimizes the average costs until the end of the combining stage (compare Equation 2). The combining stage ends when either the designated collector possesses all data segments, i.e. success occurs, or when all R − 1 relayers have transmitted their source segments, compare Equation 2. To avoid trivialities, we assume n R < n (where n is the total number of segments making up the user data) and n i ≥ 1 for i = 1, . . . , R − 1. We furthermore assume that when relayer i has k source segments, then each k-element subset of all n segments is equally likely. We first provide an analytical model and remark that for general cost models, it is necessary to consider all (R − 1)! possible permutations to identify the optimal one. However, for affine cost models where the transmission costs are of the form r(k) = a + b · k for k being the number of segments transmitted and a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0, we show that the optimal permutation is monotonically decreasing, i.e. the relayers having the most source segments transmit first.
Analysis for General Cost Models
Consider two generic relayers called A and B. Suppose that relayer A has n A ≤ n distinct and randomly chosen segments and relayer B has n B ≤ n distinct and randomly chosen segments. Let X 0 = n A denote the number of distinct segments at relayer A before relayer B transmits its observations over a perfect channel, and X 1 denotes the number of distinct segments in relayer A after the transmission. Then we define T n A ,n B ,δ as the probability that relayer one has n A +δ distinct segments after the other relayer's transmission of n B segments. This can be expressed as:
as can be seen from simple combinatorial arguments similar to those used in [19, Appendix B] . This equation is constrained to n A + δ ≤ n. For δ > n B we set T n A ,n B ,δ = 0.
Our model involves a state variable that tracks the transmissions seen by the designated collector. The state is represented as a probability distribution p(·) over {0, 1, . . . , n}, where p(m) represents the probability that the designated collector (relayer R) has m distinct segments. Our state space is given by the set of all feasible probability distributions. At the beginning of the combining process, the start state is chosen as
Suppose now that we are given a probability distribution p(·) from the state space and we choose action i, i.e. node i < R transmits all its n i randomly chosen segments. Being in state p(·), the posterior probability β(p, i) that node R has all segments after node i has transmitted its n i segments is given by:
If, after node i's transmission, the collector does not have all segments, the resulting state U i (p) becomes the posterior probability distribution U i (p)(·), in which the posterior probability that the collector has m segments is given by:
This equation reflects the fact that for node R the probability of having m distinct segments afterwards is the sum over all ν to have ν segments before and receive m−ν new segments from relayer i, conditioned on the failure of node R to acquire all n segments after i's transmission. Please note that for n i > m Equation 4 becomes zero, which is consistent with our assumption of error-free channels between the relayers, as otherwise the collector would end up with at least n i > m segments and the event to have just m segments cannot occur. We extend this notation and write
and so forth. Furthermore, when the permutation
For any given schedule π = (i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i R−1 ) and initial state p(·), the average total cost (Eqn. 2) can be expressed as:
where the abbreviation γ(p, i) = 1 − β(p, i) has been used, representing the probability that i's transmission in collector state p(·) does not lead to a success at the collector. Furthermore, we have used the expression r i k to denote the cost value r(n i k ). Intuitively, this expression represents the fact that the costs r i 1 are incurred unconditionally, since the first relayer transmits anyway. If its transmission fails (with probability γ(p, i 1 )) then the cost r i 2 for the second relayer's i 2 transmission are incurred and so on. Now consider two schedules
. . , i R−1 ) that differ only in places k and k +1. We want to compare the costs of both schedules. The average cost V π 1 (p) of schedule π 1 when the start state is p(·) can be re-arranged as follows:
Similarly, for schedule π 2 we get 
holds for arbitrary p(·). These facts together imply that
holds. Unfortunately, this expression, while having some similarity to expressions occuring in stochastic scheduling and sequencing analyses (compare [2, Sec. 4.5]), depends not only on i and j, but through U k−1 it depends on all previous actions (i 1 , . . . , i k−1 ). Therefore, for general cost models, all (R − 1)! permutations of (1, . . . , R − 1) have to be evaluated for their average combining costs (using Equation 5) in order to find the optimal permutation. For general cost models, the optimal permutation is not even uniquely determined. We hence restrict the class of cost models in the following.
The case of Affine Cost Models
In the following we show that for affine cost models r(n) = a + b · n with a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0 and (a, b) = (0, 0) the optimal schedule can be computed much more easily and in fact monotonically decreases in n i . In such a model, a represents a fixed per-packet cost (e.g. for the fixed-length packet header and trailer) and b represents the per-segment cost. To start with, we expand Equation 6 for the two schedules π 1 = (i 1 , . . . , i k−1 , i, j, i k+2 , . . . , i R−1 ) and π 2 = (i 1 , . . . , i k−1 , j, i, i k+2 , . . . , i R−1 ) as above, and write p(·) instead of U k−1 (p). We find that V π 1 (p) ≤ V π 2 (p) if and only if:
holds. This relation is certainly fulfilled when we can show that for the given values n i and n j the relation
paper-revision-kluwer.tex; 18/07/2011; 16:33; p.10 holds for all ν ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} (the converse needs not be true). After simplification this is equivalent to showing that
holds for all ν. We note an important intermediate result: if the cost model r(·) is such that for all choices of n i and n j (and resulting costs r i = r(n i ), r j = r(n j )) Inequality 8 is fulfilled for all ν ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, then the optimal schedule becomes easy to compute: we start with the node i 1 that maximizes
over i ∈ {1, . . . , R − 1}, in the next step we select the node i 2 that maximizes 9 over i ∈ {1, . . . , R − 1} \ {i 1 } and so on. We now specialize this to an affine cost model. Assume that r(x) = a + b · x, where x is the number of segments a relayer transmits. We consider the case n i = n j + α for α ∈ N, α ≥ 1 and assume furthermore that n j ≥ n − ν, since otherwise Inequality 8 is trivially satisfied (if n j < n − ν then clearly the n − v missing segments cannot be recovered from a transmission of just n j segments, and both sides become zero). Under these additional assumptions, Inequality 8 is true if and only if:
If we can establish this inequality for α = 1, then we can inductively carry it over to α > 1 since it is well known that for x ≥ y the expression x+α y
(and thus the left-hand side of 10) grows superlinearly in α, whereas the right-hand side of 10 grows only linearly in α. Setting α = 1 in Inequality 10 and simplifying, we need to check the inequality:
Since for given n j the choice for ν minimizing the left-hand side is ν = n − 1 (remember that we have restricted n j and ν to not exceed n − 1) the left-hand side can be simplified to become:
However, this inequality is true for any n j when a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0 and (a, b) = (0, 0) holds. We thus have established that for the affine cost model and arbitrary p(·) we have V π 1 (p) ≤ V π 2 (p) whenever n i ≥ n j holds. By invoking the procedure established in Equation 9 we consequently get a monotonically decreasing schedule. It should be noted that we have successfully validated this analysis by extensive simulations, but do not include results to conserve space.
There are two different situations in which the relayer identified by the above rule (Equation 9) is not uniquely determined:
− When there exist i = j with n i = n j and β(p, i) > 0, then it does not matter whether i or j is chosen for transmission. Such a tie can be broken arbitrarily.
− There are scenarios in which β(p, i) = 0 for all i. For example with n = R = 5 and n 1 = . . . = n 5 = 1, for the selection of the first relayer the rule given in Equation 9 yields zero for all i since n i = 1 < n − 1 = 4. For affine cost models we can nonetheless apply the monotonically decreasing scheduling rule. Extensive simulations have confirmed that the generated schedules are still minimal.
Numerical Results
In this section we present some results for two different cost models.
For an affine cost model, we compare the average cost achieved by the optimal (decrementing) schedule against the average costs incurred by the incrementing schedule to demonstrate that indeed the choice of schedule can make a significant difference for the total costs in the combining state. For example, with n 1 = 3, n 2 = 8, n 3 = 4, n 4 = 6 and n 5 = 7 (with the last node being the designated collector), the increasing sequence would be 3, 4, 6, 8 and the decreasing sequence would be 8, 6, 4, 3. It is argued in Section 7 why monotone sequences are particularly appealing for practical implementations.
We consider the cost model r(x) = 1 + x which accounts for fixed packet overhead (headers etc.) as one cost unit plus one cost unit for each transmitted segment. This model is appropriate when the packet overhead has about the same size as a segment. We state some facts for this cost model:
− As has been shown in Section 3.1 and is confirmed by simulation results, the decreasing schedule always has minimal costs.
− The maximum ratio of the average costs obtained with an incrementing schedule to the decrementing (i.e. optimal) schedule, computed for each possible allocation from {1, . . . , n − 1} R has been computed for n = 16 and different values of R. The results are shown in Table I and indicate that the average and maximum paper-revision-kluwer.tex; 18/07/2011; 16:33; p.12 Table I . Statistics of cost ratios of incrementing schedules over decrementing (and optimal!) schedules for the cost model r(x) = 1 + x and different numbers of relayers R, computed over all possible allocations from {1, . . . , n − 1} R for n = 16.
Avg. cost ratio Max. cost ratio R = 3 1.039 1.345 R = 4 1.107
1.517 R = 5 1.186
1.629 Table II . Statistics of cost ratios of incrementing schedules over truly optimal schedules for the cost model r(x) = (1 + x) 2 and different numbers of relayers R, computed over all possible allocations from {1, . . . , n − 1} R for n = 16.
Avg. cost ratio Max. cost ratio Min. cost ratio performance gain of the optimal schedule over the incrementing schedule increases with R. They also indicate that the performance gains can be substantial, confirming that indeed the result of scheduling can have significant cost impact. Table III . Statistics of cost ratios of decrementing schedules over optimal schedules for the cost model r(x) = (1 + x) 2 and different numbers of relayers R, computed over all possible allocations from {1, . . . , n − 1} R for n = 16. To illustrate that for other choices of cost models, a monotonically decreasing (or monotonically increasing) sequence needs no longer be optimal in terms of average costs, we consider the (somewhat artificial) cost model r(x) = (1 + x) 2 . Some facts about this cost model are:
Avg. cost ratio Max. cost ratio Min. cost ratio
− Neither the monotonically decreasing nor the monotonically increasing schedule are necessarily optimal. As one example, consider R = 5 and the allocation 1,5,15,14,1 (i.e. n R = 1 − The statistics of the ratios of the average costs for the incrementing schedule to the truly optimal schedule are shown in Table II ; similar results for the decrementing schedule can be found in Table III. The results indicate that on average (using the assumption that each allocation for given R is equiprobable) the monotone schedules have similar costs as the optimal schedules, with the decrementing schedule being slightly closer. In some instances the monotone schedules are optimal, in other instances their average costs are much higher than the optimal average costs.
Our results suggest that, though not necessarily optimal in all cases, the monotone schedules do (on average) a fairly good job in keeping the average combining costs low. This would need to be confirmed for a broader range of cost models, however.
Implementation of Monotonic Schedules
The results of this section (and also the findings reported in the next Section 4) indicate that monotonically decreasing schedules often very good, if not optimal, choices. In a practical system, we could implement the monotonically decreasing schedule by means of medium access control protocols supporting priorities. Here, packets are associated with priorities and these protocols aim to achieve that packets of higher priority are transmitted before packets of lower priority. One example is the IEEE 802.11 EDCA [7] which supports stochastic prioritization, another example is the WiDom scheme [16] which supports deterministic priority enforcement in a dense cluster of nodes that has no hidden terminals, provided the priority values used by the nodes are unique. The WiDom protocol utilizes a priority field for arbitration, the value of this field controls the amount of backoff time that a contender listens for preceding transmissions before starting itself. This field has a configurable length. When we have n segments and R relayers, we could allocate b = b 1 + b 2 bits for the priority field, such that the most important b 1 = log 2 n bits encode the number of source segments a relay has, and the remaining b 2 = log 2 R bits encode a unique identification of a relayer within the cluster. Under this rule of assignment, the priorities are unique and the relayers having the largest number of source segments have the highest priority. It is a topic of possible future research to assess the effects of stochastic prioritization similar to EDCA on the achievable cost or per-segment diversity.
Single-stage Cooperation
In this section we consider single-stage cooperation, where each relayer only transmits once. Given numbers n 1 , . . . , n R so that n i indicates the number of source segments for relayer i, we wish to identify a relayer schedule that maximizes the average per-segment diversity. Relayers that transmit later are allowed to collect segments that they do not yet have from transmissions of previous relayers (or the source) and to re-transmit them. The average per-segment diversity counts how often each segment is transmitted on average by the relayer cluster, under the assumption that a relayer transmits any segment at most once.
We first present the different scheduling schemes considered in this paper and then present a range of results.
Scheduling Schemes
In the first scheduling scheme, called no combining, the relayers do not cooperate at all, they completely ignore other relayers' observations and do not capture any missing segments from them. Instead, each relayer just transmits its source segments to the destination, i.e. those segments that it has received itself from the source. The order in which the relayers transmit is not important; a random order has been adopted.
In the second scheduling scheme, called genie combining, it is assumed that the relayers are interconnected through an additional and perfect side channel that allows them to exchange segments at no cost and without any transmission on the wireless medium. Immediately after the source transmission, the relayers use the side channel to exchange their segments, and afterwards each relayer has all segments that are present in the relayer cluster. Then, the relayers transmit all the segments they possess to the destination in random order. This scheme has been included to provide an upper bound for the average per-segment diversity.
The third scheduling scheme is called decreasing schedule. In this scheme the first relayer transmits its source segments. The second relayer transmits its source segments plus those new segments that it has picked up from the packet of the first relayer. The third relayer transmits its source segments plus those new segments that it has picked up from the packets of the first two relayers, and so on. The sequence in which relayers transmit is decided only once, immediately after the source has transmitted its packet: the relayer having the most source segments starts, followed by the relayer with the second-most source segments, followed by the relayer with the third-most source segments, and so on. Those relayers that initially do not have any source segment are appended in arbitrary order to the chosen sequence; due to the assumedly error-free channels between relayers they all transmit the same set of segments (the union of all segments transmitted by the other relayers).
The final scheduling scheme is called dynamic schedule. The relayer having the most source segments starts to transmit. Suppose it transmits the set S 1 ⊂ S = {1, 2, . . . , n}. After the first relayer's transmission, we determine the set S 1 = S \ S 1 of segments that have not yet been transmitted. The next relayer is chosen to have the maximum number of segments in S 1 , this subset is denoted as S * 1 ⊂ S 1 . Next, the chosen relayer transmits the segment set S 2 = S 1 ∪ S * 1 (since the second relayer repeats everything that the first one already has sent). Afterwards, we again determine the set of not yet transmitted segments as S 2 = S \S 2 . The next relayer is chosen to have the maximum number of segments in S 2 and so on. Those relayers that cannot contribute any new segments transmit in some arbitrarily chosen order at the end. This scheme provides the optimum average per-segment diversity, since it always strives to transmit as many not-yet transmitted segments as soon as possible, in order to transmit them to as many relayers that have not yet transmitted as possible.
Evaluation Method
The different scheduling schemes have been evaluated by simulation. Since segment-based packet combining schemes are especially appealing for wireless sensor networks (due to their low memory requirements), we have chosen the major PHY parameters (rate, transmit power, etc.) to comply with the 2.4 GHz spread-spectrum PHY specified in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The relayers are arranged on a circle with a small radius of 0.5 m. With a transmit power of 0 dBm used by source and relayers, and for the channel models chosen for evaluation (see below), the channels between relayers exhibit very small packet loss rates and thus the relayer deployment complies to the dense-cluster assumption made throughout this paper. The source is located at a distance of D meters from the center of the relayer circle.
Between each pair of nodes there exists a channel that is stochastically independent of all other channels. We use two different channel models. The first model (called no-fading model) uses a distancedependent path loss that follows a log-distance path loss model [17] with a path loss exponent of γ = 2.5, a reference distance of 1 m and a path loss at the reference distance of 50 dB [18] , [14] . In the second channel model (called block-Rayleigh model), the log-distance model is augmented with multiplicative, flat, block Rayleigh-fading. That is, the received signal amplitude is not only attenuated by the path loss (same as for the no-fading model), but it is further attenuated by a random fading gain that follows a Rayleigh distribution with parameter σ = (π/2) −1/2 (i.e. the average attenuation factor equals one) and a channel coherence time of 0.5 s. To simplify the statistical evaluation of the simulation results the instants where the block-fading process changes channel gains are aligned with the instants where the source generates new transmission requests, so that in effect each transmission request (and its accompanying relayer transmissions) is confronted with a new realization of the Rayleigh channel gains.
All nodes transmit on a shared channel and their transmissions are separated in time. To achieve this separation, the decreasing schedule scheme can use a MAC protocol supporting priorities (see Section 3.4), whereas the other three schemes are idealized schemes that have been included for comparison, so we assume that they agree on a schedule "magically". These assumptions (which are fairly common in sensor networks) allow one relayer to overhear transmissions of other relayers. The source periodically generates a user message of s = 1024 bits and formats a packet according to a segment-based scheme described in [19] . We use a fixed value of c = 64 bits for the segment size. The checksum fields have a width of h = 16 bits and packets have a header of o = 100 bits. Please note that our choices for c divide s evenly and there are no slack segments.
Results
In Figures 1 and 2 we show the average per-segment diversity for the different scheduling schemes for both the no-fading and the block-Rayleigh channel model. For each parameter value we have run simulations for 400,000 simulated seconds, corresponding to 800,000 trials (the source generates new packets every 0.5 seconds). Since for both channel models each trial is independent, the maximum confidence interval halfwidth for the average per-segment diversity at a confidence level of 1 % is at most 0.0023. The confidence intervals are not shown in the figures.
For both channel models the performance difference between the no-combining scheme as compared to the other scheduling schemes is significant, thus confirming our expectation that combining in the cluster really pays off. The advantage of the other scheduling schemes over the no-combining scheme grows with the number of relayers, and this growth is more significant for the block-Rayleigh model.
For both channel models there is virtually no performance difference between the decreasing-schedule scheme (where a scheduling transmission is made only once at the beginning, using only the numbers n i ) and the dynamic-schedule scheme (decision after each relayer transmission, using knowledge of specific segment sets of each relayer). A likely explanation is that the dynamic-schedule scheme tends to choose the same actual sequence of relayers as the decreasing-schedule scheme would: both schemes select the same relayer as the first one, and since the relayer with the second-most source segments is likely also the relayer having the most source segments that the first relayer has not sent, the second relayer chosen by the dynamic-schedule scheme will often be the same as the one chosen by the decreasing-schedule scheme, and so on. This justifies to use the simpler decreasing schedule in practice.
For the block-Rayleigh model the decreasing-and dynamic-schedule schemes have almost exactly the same performance as the ideal geniecombining scheme, whereas for the no-fading channel model the geniecombining scheme has only slight advantages over the other two schemes. A possible explanation for the block-Rayleigh model rests on the fact that for the block-Rayleigh fading model the probability distributions for the number of source segments that the relayers have depends on the instantaneous realizations of the fading gains between the source and a relayer, and thus the per-relayer distributions likely differ. Those relayers with favorable channel conditions towards the source have likely more segments than those with poor conditions. The average fading gain is one and in the presence of several relayers it is therefore more likely that at least one relayer enjoys good channel conditions and has already all the segments that the cluster in total has. Choosing this relayer as the first one to transmit then gives (by the good chan-nel qualities between relayers) the maximum achievable per-segment diversity.
Comparison of Segmented and Unsegmented Transmission
In the introduction we have raised two major questions about the usefulness of relayer clusters: the question how well the cluster is able to capture the full user data, and the question how to schedule the relayers in the cluster to achieve a high per-segment diversity gain. So far, we have concentrated on scheduling. In this section, we address the first question and specifically look at the probability that the cluster possesses the full user data; we call this the possession probability. More specifically, we will demonstrate analytically and by simulation that the segment-based scheme has a significantly better possession probability than the "classical" or unsegmented transmission. In the segmented case the cluster is said to possess the full user data when each of its n segments has been received by at least one relayer. In the unsegmented case the cluster possesses the data when at least one relayer has correctly received a packet with the full data from the source. 6 We assess the possession probability for both channel models by simulation. In addition to this, for the no-fading model we also provide an analytical expression for the possession probability and use it to validate the simulation results. We first present the analytical expression.
Analytical Expression for Possession Probability
To keep the model tractable, we assume that (i) all relayers have the same distance to the source node, (ii) all channels between source and relayers are pairwise independent, and (iii) on each of these channels bits are erroneous with probability e ∈ (0, 1). These assumptions are consistent with the no-fading channel model. The source broadcasts a packet with n = s c segments once. A relayer first checks the MAC and PHY header for errors (for simplicity we assume that one bit error is sufficient to destroy the header), and if the header is correct, each segment is checked individually. From this description, the probability that a relayer receives the header and k segments is given by:
for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, where p H = (1 − e) o is the probability that the header is correctly received, o is the header length in bits, and p S = (1 − e) c+h is the probability that a segment of size c bits plus the accompanying checksum of h bits is correctly received. With this, the probability distribution π(k) that an individual relayer possesses k segments is then given by:
since the case k = 0 either occurs if the relayer has not received the header, or if it has received the header but failed to receive any segment. This distribution of possessing k segments is the same for all relayers and the relayers are independent. When a relayer possesses k segments, then each of the n k selections of k out of n segments is equiprobable. Now we develop an expression for the possession probability of a cluster of R relayers. Fix one particular relayer, say, relayer R. The event that the cluster possesses the full information is equivalent to the event that the fixed relayer R possesses the full information after all other relayers 1, 2, . . . , R − 1 have conveyed their segments over perfect channels to relayer R. These transmissions happen successively and each relayer (except relayer R) transmits exactly once. The order of transmissions does not matter. We can model the evolution of the number of segments in relayer R as a finite-state time-homogeneous Markov chain [15] as follows. Let (X i ) i≥0 denote the (random) number of distinct segments that relayer R possesses after the i-th transmission of another relayer. All X i have the common range {0, 1, . . . , n}. The transition matrix P has the entries
The initial state probability distribution for X 0 is just given by the π(k) defined in Equation (12). The possession probability can then be expressed as:
which is the n-th component of the vector obtained by multiplying the probability vector π with the matrix P R−1 . The latter matrix can be regarded as the R − 1-step transition matrix, corresponding to having all R − 1 relayers transmitting their observations to relayer R.
Comparison of segmented and unsegmented transmission
We have obtained the possession probability by simulation and, for the no-fading model, also by numerical evaluation of the model represented by Equation 14 . We have used the same simulation setup as in Section 4.2. The simulated time is 100,000 seconds, corresponding to 200,000 generated packets The maximum confidence interval halfwidth for the possession probability at a confidence level of 1 % is according to [1, p. 417] approximately 0.003. The confidence intervals are not shown. The bit error probability e in the analytical model has been derived from the distance and path loss parameters in the same way as for the simulation model. We compare simulation results for the possession probability for different numbers of relayers and both channel models. In Figures 3 and  4 we show, for the no-fading and the block-Rayleigh channel models, respectively, the possession probability versus the distance D between the source and the relayer cluster. To avoid visual cluttering, we have restricted the figures to the case of two and five relayers. Furthermore, we have included numerical results (from evaluating Equation 14) into the figure for the no-fading model. The results show excellent agreement between simulation and numerical analysis and we thus have strengthened our trust that our simulation results are accurate.
For two or more relayers the segment-based scheme outperforms the unsegmented scheme in terms of the possession probability for both channel models. For the case of five relayers the difference is significant. For a small range of distances (22 m and more) and the no-fading channel model the unsegmented scheme with five relayers is even outperformed by the segment-based scheme with two relayers. The shape of the curves and the differences between the segment-based and the unsegmented scheme depend on the channel error model. For the no-fading channel the difference for the case of five relayers is larger than for the block-Rayleigh channel.
Related work
Segment-based packet-combining schemes (or, more generally, schemes where contiguous pieces of a packet are kept for combining purposes) have been considered for a while now, see for example [19] , [6] , [21] , Figure 3 . Possession probabilities (simulation) for one, two and five relayers, and the segmented and unsegmented schemes. The results for the no-fading model also include numerical results [11] . In [6] a very similar approach has been designed, implemented and evaluated in the context of wireless sensor networks. They consider that the allowed frame size is in general smaller than the message size. The message is fragmented into small blocks, several of which can fit into a frame. The focus of the protocol is on efficiently streaming the blocks such that one frame can at the same time contain retransmissions of earlier failed blocks and new blocks from the same or the next message. They also suggest a cooperative version of the segment-based scheme (see also [5] ), but have not followed this path. In [21] a segment-based scheme with feedback is considered, in which additionally the whole resulting packet is encoded using a convolutional code.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first one that investigates the combination of segment-based packet-combining and the usage of a relayer cluster in more detail.
Conclusions
This paper presented two main results for dense relayer clusters. First, with two or more relayers the segment-based schemes provide a better Figure 4 . Possession probabilities (simulation) for one, two and five relayers, and the segmented and unsegmented schemes. Block-Rayleigh channel probability for the cluster to possess the full information than the unsegmented scheme. Secondly, monotonically decreasing schedules are optimal for single-stage cooperation and two-stage cooperation with a designated collector and affine cost models. For another cost model they come on average close to the optimal performance. Furthermore, since in the single-stage cooperation case the results for the decreasingschedule schemes are almost identical to the results of the (much more information-demanding) dynamic-schedule scheme, we can conclude that in the considered scenarios it is sufficient to determine the transmission schedule only once, immediately after the source transmission. No tracking of state is necessary in the relayer cluster.
There are further opportunities for future research. A very promising example is to consider the additional effect of coding schemes, it is for example demonstrated in [19] that by applying Luby-type erasure codes to segments, significant reliability gains can be achieved.
This expression can be rewritten as a sum of the form δ x,y=0 a x,y n 1 + x n 2 n 1 + y n 3
with to-be-determined coefficients a x,y . We will show that a x,y = 0 holds for all x, y ∈ {0, 1, . . . , δ}. From inspecting Equation 20 it is clear that for x < y only the upper sum contributes to a x,y , for x > y only the lower sum and for x = y both sums contribute to a x,y . Because of symmetry, it suffices to consider the cases x < y and x = y:
Case 1 : We assume x = y. In this case it can be seen that j 1 = j 3 = 0 and j 2 = j 4 = δ − x and we get a x,x = n 1 + x n 2 n 1 + x n 3 · y − x ν (−1) ν = 0
We finally have to extend this proof to the cases where n 2 < δ or n 3 < δ holds (compare Equation 17 ). However, from inspecting Equation 18 it can be seen that it is not harmful to let ν run from 0 to δ, since n k becomes zero for k < 0. 7 We can therefore in all cases adopt Equation 18.
B. Designated Collector Case:
To establish U i (U j (p)) = U j (U i (p)) for the designated collector case, we consider for given initial state p(·) the distribution of the number of segments in node R after node i's and node j's transmissions. After expanding (see Equation 4), we get: where in the first equation the fact that the sum over ν runs only to n − 1 is due to U j (p)(n) = 0 after a failed transmission of j (compare Definition 4), and in the second-last line the fact T n,n i ,0 = 1 has been used. With this result we get:
(1 − β(U j (p), i)) · (1 − β(p, j)) = 1 − β(p, j) − (S(n, n j , n i ) − β(p, j)) = 1 − S(n, n j , n i )s which, by again referring to Equation 16 in Appendix A), is insensitive to exchanging i and j. This proves the claim.
